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Go to the theatre Go swimming
Hold an animal Try a variety of foods
Go on public transport Meet an elderly person
Learn to knit Pet animals
Visit a place that has animals Visit another educational setting 
Watch something grow Plant, grow and eat fruit and vegetables
Visit a local historical site Follow a recipe
Paddle through a stream Learn CPR 
Play pooh sticks Save money
Visit different beaches Recycle something
Go on public transport Upcycle something
Pay for something at a shop Go on a trip out of the county   
Go on a woodland visit Visit a farm
Go pond dipping Watch a live sporting event
Stay somewhere overnight Play some traditional games
Camp somewhere overnight Vote for something
Play an instrument Volunteer in the community
Build and light a fire Raise money for charity
Build a den Observe wildlife
Make mud pies Hold an insect
Visit a place of worship Tie a shoelace
Visit a library Tie different types of knot
Visit a cinema  Have a pic-nic
Visit a museum Play in the snow
Visit a gallery Look for a fossil
Visit a fire station Make a boat and take it on a boating lake
Visit a police station Sketch outside
Visit a hospital Write a letter, buy a stamp and post it
Go on a boat Make a parachute for a toy
Read and follow a map Play conkers
Ride a bike Fly a kite
Perform something to an audience Pretend to be a figure from history
Make something small from instructions Make something big from instructions
Use proper tools Put up a tent and put it away



Listen to a record  Watch a TV drama
Make a junk model Touch a historical artefact
Do an archaeological dig Be a historical detective
Do a tide fight Make and sell a product
Play a board game Play a card game
Be in a debate Enter a national competition
Interview someone Wrap a present
Fill in a form using your details Learn the phonetic alphabet
Learn some sign language


